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sundara kandam is the best known of the ramayana. it's the most celebrated kandam of the whole. it
has the most melodious phrases. it has the most soul-stirring lines and phrases. it has the most

exquisite music. it has the most delightful rendering. it has the most ethereal passages. it has the
most wonderful stories and descriptions. it has the most beautiful characters and the most

beautifully drawn events. it has the most touching incidents and the most lovely characters. it has
the most descriptive songs. it has the most melodious and rhythmic rendering. it has the most

pleasant compositions. it has the most delightful music. it has the most beautiful themes and the
most beautiful music. sundara kandam is an art-stylized, literary composition, which is difficult for
even the modern singers to render. this composition is unique in its style and literary merit. the

composer is a master of art and music, not only in his own genre but also in other genres of
literature and art. the songs are musical, subtle and thought-provoking. the body of the songs is
drawn from the ramayana. the combination of music, language and grammar gives it an overall

literary grace. the lyrics can be characterised as "softly jovial". there are some songs of the essence
of the ramayana, which are not often heard. tyagaraja's sundara kandam is a krithi that is enjoyed

not only by the poet, but also by the audience. tyagaraja's sundara kandam is a great masterpiece, a
spiritual masterpiece. his sundara kandam is the best known among all the kandams. he wrote over
6,000 songs. he composed more than 4,000 songs. he sang them to his friends, to his students, to

students of other schools, to devotes and devotees. he sang them to his teacher, in the presence of
his teacher. he sang them to brahmanas, and to gods. he sang them to the king, to the queen, to the

sons of raghava, to the daughters of raghava, to ascetics, to sages, and to the blind. the melody is
graceful and the harmonics subtle. the soulful and mellifluous expression is characterised by the soft

and sweet janya raagas and rasikas.
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sundara kandam is a combination of musical modes of south indian classical music. it is one of the
three tamil kanakas (krithis). the krithi is arranged in a normal order in the rendition of each song.

the beauty of the krithi is that it is arranged in a reverse order, with the last song being at the
beginning. since songs are arranged in a reverse order, the rendering is slow. the rendering should
be done at an acoustic level. the rendering is done by a professional singer and a classically trained

musician. another factor that makes the rendering slow is the arrangement of svaras. since the
arrangement is done in the normal order, each svara must be rendered before the song starts,

thereby slowing the rendering of the song. sundara kandam is the first of the three tamil kanakas
(krithis). the krithi is arranged in a normal order in the rendition of each song. the beauty of the krithi

is that it is arranged in a reverse order, with the last song being at the beginning. since songs are
arranged in a reverse order, the rendering is slow. the rendering should be done at an acoustic level.
the rendering is done by a professional singer and a classically trained musician. another factor that
makes the rendering slow is the arrangement of svaras. since the arrangement is done in the normal

order, each svara must be rendered before the song starts, thereby slowing the rendering of the
song. sundara kandam is a highly revered sacred text, which forms part of the ramayana epic. it
narrates the exploits of the mighty hanuman, the great devotee of rama, who goes in search of
ramas consort sita as his messenger, flies over, crosses the ocean, and lands in demon ravanas

capital lanka, locates sita, assures her with ramas message, then counsels ravana to return sita to
rama, and when rebuffed and provoked, destroys the demons, sets fire to lanka, then returns to
rama, and appraises him of sitas whereabouts and wellbeing. thus hanuman, the hero of sundara

kandam, contributes to the ultimate uniting of the divine couple rama and sita and their triumphant
return to their capital ayodhya, as the king and queen. 5ec8ef588b
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